An n by n comp lex matri x A is said to be pos itiv e stab le if Re ( A) > 0 for e ac h e ige nvalu e A of A.
Suppose A = (ai;)EM,,(C), the n by n complex matri ces. Then let PdA) denote the sum of the k by k principal minors of A. If R e (A) > 0 for each eigenvalue A of A, the n A is called (positive) stable, and if Re [Pk(A)] > 0, k=1, . . . , n , th en A is called prestable [2] . 1 This note was suggested by the follow ing question which arose in the stability analysis of an economic equilibrium [3J . Suppose AEM,,(R), the real n by n matric es, has the sign pattern (M): 
This means there is no such r and complet es the proof.
When the minimum of the real parts of the eigenvalues of AEM" (C) is itself an eigenvalue of A, we shall say that A has the property (*).
THEOREM: Suppose AEMn(C) has property (*). If A is prestable, then A is stable. PROOF: Because of lemma 1 and property (*), the minimum of the real parts of the eigenvalues of A is positive. This means A is stable.
Since it is clear that th e well known class of hermitian matrices satisfies property (*), it follows that: 
COROLLARY 1: If AeMn(C) is hermitian, then A prestable implies A stable.
Another well known class of matrices which has property (*) are those of sign pattern (M).
LEMMA 2: If AeMn(R) has sign pattern (M), then A has property (*). PROOF: Suppose that m is a real number greater than each of the au. Then A may be written
A=mI-P
where P is an entry-wise nonnegative matrix. Because of the Perron-Frobenius theorem, P has a dominant positive eigenvalue r such that r ~ 111.1, and thus r ~ Re (A) , for each eigenvalue A of P.
It then follows that m -r is an eigenvalue of A and is the smallest of the real parts of the eigenvalues of A, so that A has property (*). COROLLARY 2: If AeMn(R) has sign pattern (M), then A prestable implies A stable.
